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My dear linen loving friends and customers

Winter felt long this year! At last we are seeing the small signs that spring is nearly upon us.  
We look forward to the promise of good weather, beautiful blooms and bare feet. The smell 
of strawberries warmed by sunshine and that indescribable summer sweetness as you bite 
into it. The gentle warmth of sunshine on your legs. These little luxuries spring and summer 
give us helped inspire our new colors and patterns. 

In addition to working on our new line of linens, I’m so excited to share our new styles - Cu-
lottes No.11 - I’ve been testing them out intensely over the last few months and I really enjoy 
wearing them. They work just as well with boots and a sweater as they do with a light tank 
and bare feet! The new Blouse No.17 pairs naturally with the culottes, it’s a relaxed fitting 
tank top with a square neckline and feels so summery. 
Our new Model No.21 is a dress some of you longtime P&S wearers will remember from the 
early days…. I refined the pattern a little and am thrilled to add it to our line up. 
The Model No.16 dress is one I’ve been wearing for a couple of years now, I modified a No.14 
dress when I wanted a longer cover up, and it’s become a hot weather favorite of mine - 
I hope you love it too.

Here’s to a wonderful spring season ahead.

Love,



ABOVE: Model No. 30 in Jade and Garnet Linen. 
COVER IMAGE: Model No. 17 in Brighton Plaid Linen. 
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FABRICS

Jade Check Linen Saffron Linen Tenby Stripe Linen

 
St. Ives Linen Creme’ Pinstripe Linen Montmartre Check Linen

Brighton Plaid Linen

Our latest 100% premium European, pure flax linen collection of timeless designs in our exclusive colors and patterns. 
Crafted ethically and sustainably in small batches, here in California.
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This playful dress is perfect to pull on for those warm days and it pairs so well 
with sandals or sneakers. It features a button up, scoop neckline, short sleeves 
and pockets in a knee length. Made in a medium/light weight, dark blue and white 
check linen that feels so very nautical in tone, it had to be named after the beautiful 
Cornish town, St. Ives. 

Model No.10 in St.Ives Linen $193
You’ll feel like you’re walking into a British, Victorian era seaside town in this buttery 
soft linen in our classic dress model, No.11. Featuring a button up, scoop neckline, 
short sleeves, adjustable waist tie and pockets in a midi length. Tenby Stripe is a 
buttery soft, light/medium weight linen.

Model No.11 in Tenby Stripe Linen $197

Our iconic dress! It’s the perfect all-rounder dress - pull on at home or dress it up 
with a jacket and heels for a night out. Featuring a button up, scoop neckline, short 
sleeves, adjustable waist tie and pockets in a midi length. Jade check is a medium/
light weight, subtle shade of jade green linen with a muted red stripe running 
vertically and an off-white embroidered thread running horizontally.

Model No.11 in Jade Check Linen $197
The perfect all occasion linen dress! Wear to the market, stroll into town or just 
enjoy your day feeling like you’ve stepped out of a Bronte novel. Featuring a button 
up, scoop neckline, three quarter length sleeves, adjustable waist tie and pockets in 
a midi length. Montmartre Check is a light/medium weight linen.

Model No.12 in Montmartre Check Linen $202
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New for 2022! I created No.16 one summer when I wanted a long cover up, and sort 
of fell in love with this style. I love wearing it in the heat, and equally during the 
winter with a cropped sweater. Short sleeves, a button up high neckline, full length 
skirt, adjustable waist tie and pockets in a light/medium weight linen.

Model No.16 in Montmartre Check Linen $211
New for 2022! Our summer twin to Model No.14, with short sleeves, a button up 
high neckline, full length skirt, adjustable waist tie and pockets make this dress 
a dream to use as a cover up in the heat. Made in our creamy pinstripe, a light/
medium weight linen, it’s a summery delight.

Model No.16 in Creme Pinstripe Linen $211

An effortless, easy style of dress that is so comfortable to wear, it’s been referred 
to by customers as ‘daytime jammies’. Featuring a boat neckline, short sleeves and 
pockets in a full length. Brighton Plaid is a navy blue & off-white plaid in a light/
medium weight linen.

Model No.17 in Brighton Plaid Linen $201
One of our most popular dress styles, Model No.17 is made in a vibrant Saffron color 
linen. This limitied edition garment dyed piece was inspired by the rich hue of the 
precious spice, saffron. Featuring a boat neckline, short sleeves and pockets in a full 
length. Saffron is a light/medium weight linen.

Model No.17 in Saffron Linen - Limited edition $209



    Model No. 11 in Tenby Stripe Linen
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You could consider this the perfect travel dress. It’s comfortable and so versatile - 
layer it with a blazer, cropped sweater, cardigan, and it works with sneakers, boots, 
sandals and flats! Very much a wardrobe workhorse. Featuring a boat neckline, short 
sleeves and pockets in a full length. Black is a medium weight linen.

Model No.17 in Black Linen $201
Model No.19 is a very versatile, all-season dress - simple, stylish and comfortable. 
Featuring a boat neckline, three quarter length sleeves, adjustable waist tie and pock-
ets in a midi length. St. Ives is a light/medium weight, dark blue and white check linen.

Model No.19 in St. Ives Linen $198

FROM L TO R: Model No. 12 in Montmartre Check Linen, Model No. 17 in Brighton Plaid Linen.
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New for 2022! A simple, elegant V-neck. Modern in feel and simple in style, this 
V-neck is stylish and clean, with a sharp V-neck, sleeveless, deep pockets and in a 
full length. Montmartre Check is a light/medium weight linen.

Model No.21 in Montmartre Check Linen $198
This dress is a customer favorite. Designed to be worn, loved and for memories to 
be made in. Did you know that the jade stone is considered a sign of luck and good 
fortune? We all need a bit of that, thanks. Featuring a button up V-neckline with 
a flat collar, short sleeves, adjustable waist tie with pockets in a midi length. Jade 
Check is a light/medium weight linen.

Model No.30 in Jade Check Linen $209

New for 2022! Blouse No.17 is a fresh take on the tank top, with a square neckline, 
shoulder straps and side bust darts, this easy fitting tank top is a summer staple. 
Style it with our culottes, cropped jeans or shorts and bare sandy feet. Brighton 
Plaid is a navy blue & off-white plaid in a light/medium weight linen.

Blouse No.17 in Brighton Plaid $127
New for 2022! Our culottes are a chic, comfortable trouser, with a soft, stretchy 
waist band, wide leg and deep inset pockets. A pair of pants that wouldn’t look 
amiss paired with a striped Bretagne style shirt and oversized glasses. Saffron is a 
light/medium weight linen. This limitied edition garment dyed piece was inspired by 
the rich hue of the precious spice, saffron. 

Culottes No.11 in Saffron Linen - Limited Edition $177
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FIT TIPS:
- For details about what makes each style unique (does the garment has a waist tie, buttons, etc) 
   Please see the ‘Description’ section on the garment page.
- For detailed fit information, such as garment measurements, inseam lengths and unique fit information. 
   Please see ‘Fit details’ on the garment page.
- Linen has no stretch! Our button up styles can strain at the buttons if you are towards the top of your size
   measurement, consider sizing up if you are concerned about gaping, or if you still love the fitted look, fashion   
   tape can help.


